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February-February- “International  “International 
Friendship Month”Friendship Month”

February 4 February 4 
World Cancer Day 
Thank a Mailman Day

February 6 February 6 
National Children’s 
Dental Health Day
(Give Kids A Smile Day)(Give Kids A Smile Day)

February 7February 7
Wear Wear RedRed Day  Day ((aware- aware- 
ness of heart disease in ness of heart disease in 
women)women)

February 9February 9
National Pizza DayNational Pizza Day

February 9- 15February 9- 15
Scouts of America WeekScouts of America Week

February 14February 14
Valentine’s DayValentine’s Day

February 17February 17
President’s DayPresident’s Day

February 20February 20
Love Your Pet DayLove Your Pet Day

February 27February 27
National Strawberry DayNational Strawberry Day

February 29February 29
Leap DayLeap Day

Scripps National Spelling BeeScripps National Spelling Bee

Fabiana Jiménez Rodríguez will  
represent Liceo de Hostos in the 

National Spelling Bee Final Competition. 

     Meet Danza, our              Meet Danza, our         
certified Therapy Dog certified Therapy Dog 

Our Robotics Jr. Team also gets 
ready for their competition 
which will be on March 21st.

We wish you the best!We wish you the best!

              Virtue of the      Virtue of the      
             Month                  Month     
      GenerosityGenerosity

IIt is the desire to give t is the desire to give 
what you have to what you have to 
others.others.
Generous people are Generous people are 
not selfish. They want not selfish. They want 
to help those in need to help those in need 
and are always willing and are always willing 
to share.to share.
                                                                                                                              

    Message of the       Message of the   
            Month             Month 

      “      “A little               A little               
 progress each day          progress each day         
      adds up to         adds up to       

                          BIGBIG

                      
                        results” results” 

        Interviews        Interviews
Some students have 
participated in extracur-
ricular activities. Read 
about their different 
experiences.

      
Eco- School ClubEco- School Club
Complete list of club 
members.

Summer Camps  Summer Camps  
Registration Is Open!Registration Is Open!

      Open- Mic      Open- Mic
 Friday, Feb.  28th  Friday, Feb.  28th 

Since 1963, February Since 1963, February 
has been celebrated as has been celebrated as 
American Heart Month American Heart Month 
to urge Americans to to urge Americans to 
join the battle against join the battle against 
heart disease. heart disease. 

Liceo Hostos offers 
different camps for the 
month of June.  
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THE BEE’S PURPOSETHE BEE’S PURPOSE
The purpose is to help students im-
prove their spelling, increase their 
vocabularies, learn concepts and de-
velop correct English usage that will 
help them all their lives.

Liceo Hostos has been participating 
in the National Scripps Spelling Bee  
for over 16 years, having students in 
2nd, 3rd and 5th place. 

Fabiana Jiménez Rodríguezabiana Jiménez Rodríguez will be 
representing us this year in this 

event which will be held on March 
24th. 

                                                                                                 
“PREPARING STUDENTS FOR “PREPARING STUDENTS FOR 

EVERY STAGE”EVERY STAGE”

                                                                                                                                                                      
         Interviewing Fabiana Rodríguez         Interviewing Fabiana Rodríguez

1. How do you feel about participating in the  
competition? I feel very excited, happy to represent 
the school.

2. How do you arrange to practice? I scheduled to 
practice 80 words daily, but yesterday I was able to 
practice 163.

3. Are there many words? Yes, there are approximate-
ly 4,000 words. 

4. Are the words difficult? They are different levels, 
from level one to level three. Therefore, they are 
arranged from kind of easy to very difficult.

5. How do you feel about competing with older 
students, who can be up to 8th graders? I feel a little 
nervous.

6. What are your expectation for the competition? If I 
am in the top 20, I’ll be fine, but I will just do my best.

Interview by: Daniel Flecha

Liceo de Hostos and the 5th grade group is Liceo de Hostos and the 5th grade group is 
very proud of you. very proud of you. 

We appreciate your hard work and dedication We appreciate your hard work and dedication 
in getting ready for this competition!in getting ready for this competition!  
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Scouts of AmericaScouts of America

Congratulations to all the scouts during their week!Congratulations to all the scouts during their week!  
                                                                      February  9 February  9 - - 15 15 

InterviewsInterviews
  

Interviewing: Daniel Flecha Daniel Flecha 

Reporter: Dan Delgado

1. What pack do you belong to? Where do you 
meet? I am in the pack 167,  the Scorpion Patrol. 
We meet in Caguas at Notre Dame’s facilities.

2.  Do you use the uniform all the time?

No, we don’t wear uniforms all the time, mostly   
we wear our patrol shirts and jeans. 

3. Why do the scouts sell pop corn or cookies?

We actually sell only pop corn. The purpose of this 
activity is to raise money and use it to help people 
like in the orphanage.

4. What is the main goal of being a scout?

Our main goal is to be a good person and to learn 
survival techniques.

5. What is the purpose of the camps?

In my camp, they are teaching us how to do things 
on our own. We are actually taught how to be        
independent.

6. In how many ranks are the scouts divided? The 
packs are divided in 6 ranks: Lions, Tigers, Wolves, 
Bears, Webelos, and  Arrow of Light.

7. How does a scout go from one rank to the           
other? The scout needs to spend a year in the rank 
and asist the Guajataca Camp.

8. What do you like most about being a scout? 
I like most that  I can be with my friends, spend 
time with scouts from other packs, and do fun 
stuff.

Interviewing: Edwin RodríguezEdwin Rodríguez                                        
Reporte:r:  Franco González
1. What troop do you belong to? Where do you 
meet? I am in the troop 432 - National Guards 
(UPR Experimental Education). We meet at a        
National Guards’  Station.

2.  Do you use the uniform all the time? Yes, we 
do, unless it’s a casual day.

3. Why do the scouts sell pop corn or cookies?  
We sell these to raise funds to help the people 
who are in need.

4. What is the main goal of being a scout? 
Our main goal is to be a kind, friendly and                      
thustworthy person.

5. What is the purpose of the camps? The pur-
pose is to be trained, pass ranks and to do other 
activities.

6. In how many ranks are the scouts divided? The 
troops are divided in 7 ranks and the Cub Scouts 
(the younger ones) have 6. 

7. How does a scout go from one rank to the      
other? The scout needs to spend  time in the 
camps and complete the requirements for each 
rank. 

8. What do you like most about being a scout?         
I like most that there are many fun activities and    
I like to keep learning how to be a better person.

9. What do the patches symbolize? The patches 
symbolize the progress and time you have been  
a scout.
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  Eco- School Club

1. Parents who purchase coffee during the 
morning can bring their own coffee cup. 

2. Students can bring their plate and cup 
to use on pizza days.  

3. Students can use the recycle bins that 
are available in different spots across the 
schoool.
                                 Thank You!Thank You!

     
Club Members

1. Adrián Rosario
2. Mauricio Álamo
3. Lorenzo Galarza
4. Joaquín Nieves
5. Abigail Figueroa
6. Luis A. Seda
7. Alonso Solá
8. Keneth Negrón
9. Nikolás Pérez
10. Luna Sandoval
11. Isabel Vega
12. Adrián Ortiz
13. Kélanis Silva    
14. Casey Loring                
15. Malena Medina             
16. Sebastián Pabón
17. Marco Rodríguez
18. Dan Delgado
19. Sergio Torres

Club members want to promote the 3R’s Club members want to promote the 3R’s 
process and everyone can help. process and everyone can help. 

Here are some examples:Here are some examples:
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What Is a Therapy Dog?
Therapy dogs are dogs who go with their owners to volunteer in settings such as schools, 
hospitals, and nursing homes.

From working with a child who is learning to read to visiting a senior in assisted living, 
therapy dogs and their owners work together as a team to improve the lives of other people.

Therapy dogs are not service dogs. Service dogs are dogs who are specially trained to perform 
specific tasks to help a person who has a disability. An example of a service dog is a dog who 
guides an owner who is blind, or a dog who assists someone who has a physical disability. 
Service dogs stay with their person and have special access privileges in public places such 
as on planes, restaurants, etc.                                                                                                

                                                                                    
Therapy dogs, the dogs who will be earning the AKC Therapy Dog™ title, do not have 
the same special access as service dogs. Therapy dogs are working dogs that have an               
important job of making people feel better, but they are not entitled to the same public     
access as service dogs. Some therapy dogs have enhance training that allows them to par-
ticipate in animal assisted activities and therapy that helps patients meet specific cognitive, 
physical, or social goals.  

For example, patients may toss a ball to a dog as a part of physical therapy.  Other therapy 
dogs do obedience demonstrations, and still others do visitation for comfort only.  All are 
valuable skills.

Therapy dogs are permitted in public accommodations only by permission of each establish-
ment.  They are not guaranteed public access.

                            Meet Danza
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Happy B
irth

day!

Happy B
irth

day!

              2nd- Marie2nd- Marie
              

   Amélie De la Mata
   Amélie De la Mata            

          4th- Brenda
4th- Brenda

              

    Malena Medina

    Malena Medina

InterviewsInterviews

Interviewing: Paloma Gómez 
Reporter: Naiarys Cayuela

1. What kind of competition was it and how 
was your experience? 
It was the Atlantis Crown Gymnastic 
Invitatorial. While there, I was very scared, 
but it was a great experience. Even though I 
thought it would’ve been better.

2. How many participants were there? There 
were 16 participants from different places of 
the world competing in my level.

3. Where did it take place? It was held at the 
Atlantis Resorts, Nassau Bahamas.
 
4. What did the training for this competi-
tion consist of ? It was a lot of training, lots 
of effort, more practice than usual and even 
a diet. 

5. What was the best moment for you?
My best moment was competing and the 
most exciting was when they were 
announcing the winners.

6. What place did you achieve in the com-
petition? I ended up in the 6th place.

Interviewing: Yaida de Jesús  
Reporter: Fabiola Quiñones

1. What kind of competition was it and how 
was your experience? 
It was the Atlantis Crown Gymnastic
Invitatorial. I think it was a very good com-
petition and very competitive because there 
were many good participants.

2. How many participants were there? There 
were 16 participants from different places of 
the world competing in my level.

3. Where did it take place? It was held at the 
Atlantis Resorts, Nassau Bahamas.

4. What did the training for this competition 
consist of ? It was a lot of training and prepa-
ration. Also a lot of effort and sacrifice.

5. What was the best moment for you? My 
best moment was the welcome party, with a 
Junkanoo performance as the opening cere-
mony and it was amazing!

6. What place did you achieve in the compe-
tition?  I ended up in the 13th place, but best 
of all, I had a great time!
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Happy B
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                      PP- VermarisPP- Vermaris              
     Aneliz Guadalupe
     Aneliz Guadalupe          

              2nd- Marie2nd- Marie
              

   Amélie De la Mata
   Amélie De la Mata            

          4th- Brenda
4th- Brenda

              

    Malena Medina

    Malena Medina

              Kinder - SaraKinder - Sara              
       Mariana Ortiz
       Mariana Ortiz      Gabriel Salgado
      Gabriel Salgado

              4th- Lizzette4th- Lizzette
              

       Lauren Pedraza       Lauren Pedraza
         Alanis Torres         Alanis Torres

        

                    3rd - Igsamar3rd - Igsamar              
         Alan Coreano
         Alan Coreano              6th- Marta6th- Marta

              
       Fabiola Quiñones       Fabiola Quiñones
        Teacher Marta        Teacher Marta

Illustration by:Illustration by:
Dylan CrespoDylan Crespo

AmethystAmethyst, the birth-
stone of February, is 
a variety of Quartz 
that carries a spec-
tacular purple color 
that ranges from a 
blend of deep violet 
and red to a lighter 
lilac hue.
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Say cheese!Say cheese! School photo days: School photo days: 
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                    Since 1963, February has been celebrated as American Heart Month to urge 
Americans to join the battle against heart disease. Since 2004, February also has 
been the signature month for the American Heart Association’s Go Red for WomenGo Red for Women 
campaign and the message that heart disease is not only a man’s problem.                                                               
              In 2020, National Wear Red Day will be celebrated on In 2020, National Wear Red Day will be celebrated on February 7.February 7.

Heart disease is the leading cause of death in the United States. The month 
of February is dedicated to raising awareness about heart disease and 

increasing knowledge about prevention. Educate yourself on the dangers of 
heart disease and get on track to better heart health. It’s never too early to start 
teaching your kids about heart health too.

Heart Healthy TipsHeart Healthy Tips
Thanks to the American Heart Association for these tips for kids and adults.
1.  Limit screen time (television, movies, videos and computer games) to less 
than 2 hours a day substitute the rest of leisure time with physical activity.
2. Enjoy more outdoor activities including sports, hiking, walking, swimming, 
and other activities.
3. Get kids involved in sports activities and organized events that provide 
routine exercise and fitness.
4. Enjoy a family outing on bikes – you get exercise, fresh air, and quality time 
together.
5. Make sure kids get activity after school.
6. Give gifts that promote fitness like jump ropes, trampoline, basketball, 
bikes, or other things.
7. Let babies move around more – join a dance or music class, let them tumble 
and play. Avoid playpens and confined areas except when necessary for safety.

Take advantage of the time with your kids to be active and teach them about 
living a healthy, active lifestyle. 
                                                  You will all benefit!                                                  You will all benefit!



More worksheets at www.education.com/worksheetsCopyright © 2010-2011 by Education.com2011-2012

              

B= blue
( veins )

R= bright red
( arteries)

The Heart

R

R

BB

B

B

R
RR

R

R
R

R

R

R

P= dark purple
(atriums)

DR= dark red
( heart muscle)

P

P

Y= yellow
(fat)

DR

Y

Y

Y

Y

DR

DR

DR

DR

© 2007 - 2020 Education.com
Find worksheets, games, lessons & more at education.com/resources

More worksheets at www.education.com/worksheets

start

finish

© 2007 - 2020 Education.com
Find worksheets, games, lessons & more at education.com/resources

                                                                                                                                      
            Some Heart Activities            Some Heart Activities
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             World Cancer Day 2020             World Cancer Day 2020

World Cancer Day, every February 4, is the 
global uniting initiative led by the Union for 
International Cancer Control (UICC).
By raising worldwide awareness, improving 
education and catalysing personal, collective, 
and government action, we're working toge- 
ther to reimagine a world where millions of 
preventable cancer deaths are saved and access 
to lifesaving cancer treatment and care is equal 
for all—no matter who you are or where you 
live.

NATIONAL THANK A NATIONAL THANK A 
MAIL CARRIER DAYMAIL CARRIER DAY

There is mail in your 
mailbox six days a week 
so let’s take time out of 
our day to thank the mail 
person who is responsible 
for getting it there! Thank 
A Mail Carrier Day (also 
known as Thank a Mail-
man Day) is always ob-
served on February 4th. February 4th.  
It is a reminder of just 
how important mail car-
riers are to our everyday 
lives.

        
   Give your mail carrier a big   
  thank you, a friendly smile, a 
  hug of appreciation or find     
   some way to let them know         
   that they are appreciated. 
  Use #ThankAMailCarrierDay  Use #ThankAMailCarrierDay  
      to post on social media.      to post on social media.

  HOW TO OBSERVEHOW TO OBSERVE
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Visit MouthHealthy.org/SmileBuilders for more activity sheets.

HEALTHY SMILE TIPS

Brush your teeth twice a day 
with a fluoride toothpaste.

Clean between your  
teeth daily.

Eat a healthy diet that limits 
sugary beverage and snacks.

See your dentist regularly  
for prevention and treatment  

of oral disease. © 2018 AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION     ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Celebrating 75 years of water fluoridation. Visit ADA.org/FromTheTap for more activity sheets.

HEALTHY SMILE TIPS 
•	Brush	your	teeth	twice	a	day	with	a	fluoride	toothpaste.	
•	Clean	between	your	teeth	daily.	
•	Eat	a	healthy	diet	that	limits	sugary	beverages	and	snacks.	
•	See	your	dentist	regularly	for	prevention	and	treatment	of	oral	disease.

SPONSORS
	

American	Academy	of	
Pediatric	Dentistry

Fluoride in water

prevents cavities!
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February is National Children's February is National Children's 
Dental Health MonthDental Health Month

 
2020 NCDHM Campaign2020 NCDHM Campaign

The February 2020 National Children's 
Dental Health Month is brought to you 
by the ADA. This month-long 
national health observance brings to-
gether thousands of dedicated profes-
sionals, healthcare providers, and edu-
cators to promote the benefits of good 
oral health to children, their caregivers, 
teachers and many others.

Visit MouthHealthy.org/SmileBuilders for more activity sheets.

HEALTHY SMILE TIPS

Brush your teeth twice a day 
with a fluoride toothpaste.

Clean between your  
teeth daily.

Eat a healthy diet that limits 
sugary beverage and snacks.

See your dentist regularly  
for prevention and treatment 

of oral disease. © 2018 AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION     ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Visit MouthHealthy.org/SmileBuilders for more activity sheets.

HEALTHY SMILE TIPS

Brush your teeth twice a day 
with a fluoride toothpaste.

Clean between your  
teeth daily.

Eat a healthy diet that limits 
sugary beverage and snacks.

See your dentist regularly  
for prevention and treatment 

of oral disease. © 2018 AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION     ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Visit MouthHealthy.org/SmileBuilders for more activity sheets.

HEALTHY SMILE TIPS

Brush your teeth twice a day 
with a fluoride toothpaste.

Clean between your  
teeth daily.

Eat a healthy diet that limits 
sugary beverage and snacks.

See your dentist regularly  
for prevention and treatment 

of oral disease. © 2018 AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION     ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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National Pizza Day is celebrated on 9th of February each and every National Pizza Day is celebrated on 9th of February each and every 
year.year. It is a holiday across the world where people enjoy the most iconic and popular 
dishes in the world and try to spend as much of their time with their friends and 
family. Pizza is an oven-baked flatbread food which is heavily covered with the 
cheese, sauces, chicken, and many other ingredients.

There is only one single way to celebrate & enjoy the National Pizza Day here is only one single way to celebrate & enjoy the National Pizza Day and it 
is by enjoying the pizzas in many different forms. You can go outside with your 
friends and family to the local pizza shop and grab the slice you like most. You 

can arrange a pizza party and can simply take the pizza to your home.

Some Interesting Facts About PizzaSome Interesting Facts About Pizza
Here we have enlisted some interesting facts: 

1. Pepperoni is one of the most famous & popular pizza; 36% of the orders received 
were pepperoni pizza.
2.  More than 3 billion pizzas are sold every year in the USA.
3.  1 billion frozen pizza are sold every year in the USA.
4.  17% of the USA restaurants are Pizzerias.
5.  The first Pizzeria opened in Naples, Italy in early 1738.
6.  An average of 23 pounds of pizza per person is consumed every year in America.
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Fun Facts About Valentine's DayFun Facts About Valentine's Day

• Around 190 million cards are sent on this day making it the second  
       most popular holiday to send cards after Christmas.
•     If you include cards given at school and handmade cards, the number 
       of Valentine's exchanged is estimated to be nearly 1 billion. Because so 
       many students give cards, teachers receive the most cards of any 
       profession.
• Around 85% of Valentine's cards are purchased by women. 73% of 
       flowers are purchased by men.
• The oldest love poem is said to be written on a clay tablet by the 
       Ancient Sumerians over 5,000 years ago.
• Around 36 million heart shaped boxes of chocolate will be given as 
       gifts on Valentine's Day.
• Millions of pet owners buy gifts for their pets on this day.
• During the Middle Ages, girls would eat strange foods to help
      them have dreams where they would dream of their future husband.
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NATIONAL LOVE YOUR PET DAY

Every 20th of February each year, we celebrate the National Love Your Pet 
Day. This holidays aims to encourage all pet owners to spend some quality
time with their pets and show them that they are appreciated and loved. 
Whether you own a dog, cat, bird, reptile, or fish, this day gives no excuse for 
you to not pamper your pets and also to show them how much they mean to 
you.

How to observe: 
Bring your pet a special treat; take an extra long walk or give them more at-
tention on National Love Your Pet Day. What ever you decide to do, spoil and 
appreciate your pets! Use #NationalLoveYourPetDay to post on social media.  
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 NATIONAL STRAWBERRY DAY

We continue with February’s heart-shaped and red theme by observing National Straw-
berry Day on February 27. These juicy, sweet berries can brighten up any dish and are 
delicious all on their own.

Not only are they delicious, but they are also fragrant. One of the more aromatic fruits, 
they belong to the rose family.

An excellent source of Vitamin C, strawberries are also a good source of folic acid, potas-
sium and fiber. At 55 calories and zero fat in 1 cup, these sweet things hit the spot when a 
snack time is calling!

Mickey’s Tuxedo Strawberries
Strawberry Rose Shortcake

Minnie Mouse Cinnamon ERolls 

Strawberry Brasil Mint Lemonade

Mickey Peanut Butter and Jelly 
           Pinwheel Skewers

Frozen-Inspired Olaf Food Art

https://family.disney.com/recipe/belles-enchanted-breakfast-porridge/For these healthy receipies visit: 
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     Design a logo for LH News.   Design a logo for LH News.
     Show your talent as we are in search for 
     a logo to represent  our monthly news  
     paper. Make your logo and hand-in to
     teacher Maria or Lizzette.

Created by:
Sergio Torres
Abniel Torres
Victoria Torres

Find the Hidden WordsFind the Hidden Words
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January’s Issue Contest WinnersJanuary’s Issue Contest Winners

Thanks to Victoria for decorating the 
box for the postcards.

Thanks to everyone that submitted a postcard.  Thanks to everyone that submitted a postcard.        
                            Great Job!Great Job!
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Sergio Torres, a sixth grader, was 
one of the participants who created  
an activity book to share with those 
students whose schools were affected 
during the eathquakes at the beginning 
of the year. 

INTERNATIONAL POP CORN DAY
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 INTERNATIONAL HUGGING DAY
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MEASURE YOUR FEET DAY
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      OPPOSITE DAY- Students were the teachers

 26
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One year later...One year later... 

Diego with Danza Diego with Danza 
and Nikolásand Nikolás



Gabriel, 4th grade reporter, who carries 
his club member notebook and pencil case  
even to the lunchroom to be ready for the 
meetings and any asigned work.

Génesis, Ariana and Sarah, 3rd graders, participants 
of the Annie Musical,  also carrying  around with their 
scripts in a binders all the time.

A BIG THANK YOU TO ALL!

                                                     LH News Club Members LH News Club Members
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Reynel, is also 
part of the club, 
but couldn’t be 
present the day 
of the photo.


